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High-resolution GPS tracks of soaring birds can be used to estimate wind velocity and convective velocity scale and thereby contribute to high-resolution weather observations.

Biologging is being used increasingly to track moving organisms in space and time (Ropert-Coudert and Wilson 2005; Rutz and Hays 2009; Bouten et al. 2013; Dodge et al. 2013). As tags become lighter, cheaper, and more efficient, there is a rapidly growing amount of fine-resolution data being collected. Besides increasing data volumes, further sophistication of the GPS tags also yields different types of data in addition to location (e.g., acceleration, compass direction, temperature, pressure). Many studies have investigated the influence of meteorology, ocean currents, and the distribution of food on foraging and migration movement patterns (e.g., Dragon et al. 2010; Sapir et al. 2011; Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2011; Bohrer et al. 2012; Safi et al. 2013; Dodge et al. 2014). This is done by annotating remote sensing, ground station, and reanalysis datasets to the observed locations of the animals from biologging following the track annotation approach (Mandel et al. 2011). Knowledge of the environmental conditions during movement is needed to improve the understanding of the animals’ movement ecology and to develop predictive models of their movement (Nathan et al. 2008). Beyond providing richer and more accurate information about the animals’ locations during movement, the wealth of available high-resolution information offers new possibilities of estimating environmental...
conditions directly from the data collected on the tag (Charrassin et al. 2008). This can be fruitful for
determining the values of environmental variables
that are otherwise hard to measure. For example,
measurements of boundary layer properties, such
as thermal structures, are scarce, especially in
remote and mountainous locations. In this paper
we demonstrate an approach for using GPS data of
soaring birds to observe atmospheric boundary layer
properties.

BIRD FLIGHT IS STRONGLY RELATED
to meteorological conditions.

Many large birds use soaring and gliding flight
because flapping flight is energetically more costly
(Hedenstrom 1993; Sakamoto et al. 2013; Duriez et al.
2014). Birds that use thermal convection for soaring
use the energy in buoyant warm air to gain altitude
and then use the potential energy to glide to the next
thermal (Van Loon et al. 2011) (Fig. 1; a dynamic
visualization can be found at www.doarama.com
/view/433747). This type of flight will therefore be
affected by the intensity of surface sensible heat flux
and the atmospheric boundary layer depth, which
determine the strength and altitude range of available
thermal uplift (Shannon et al. 2002a; Shamoun-
Baranes et al. 2003b; Mandel et al. 2008). Several
species use orographic uplift instead, thereby gliding
for kilometers along mountain ridges (Shepard et al.
2011; Bohrer et al. 2012). As a result of a low wing
loading, soaring birds can be extremely effective
when making use of thermals (Pennycuick 1971;
Spaar and Bruderer 1996), lowering their sink rate
relative to air to velocities on the order of 1 m s
⁻¹ (Pennycuick 1971).

In addition to vertical wind, horizontal wind speed
and direction also influence the flight patterns of
soaring birds (Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2003a; Mandel
et al. 2008; Lanzone et al. 2012; Vansteelandt et al.
2014). Wind can displace birds while they are gliding
as well as during the climbing phase as thermals
are horizontally advected by wind (Kerlinger and

Birds’ flight patterns have been used for gath-
ering qualitative information about thermals for
a long period of time (Huffaker 1898; Woodcock
1940). However, obtaining quantitative information
remained difficult until the invention of small
altimeters and GPS devices. Shannon et al. (2002b)
showed that birdborne data can be used for obtaining
quantitative meteorological observations. In their
study, white pelicans (Pelecanus erythrorhynchus)
were equipped with altimeters and tracked from
the ground during cross-country flight. They dem-
onstrated that the altimeter data could be used to
estimate thermal updraft intensities over both valleys
and mountainous areas. With the miniaturization
of current GPS devices, with a temporal sampling
frequency that can be set to higher than 1 Hz, both
the quantity and accuracy of data points have greatly
improved (Lanzone et al. 2012; Bouten et al. 2013) and
opportunities are created to obtain more extensive
meteorological information from bird-flight data.

Measurements of microscale meteorological pro-
cesses are mostly obtained from static in situ or remote
sensors, such as anemometers, temperature, pressure, and humidity sensors, which provide time series at one point in space. Multiple sensors are needed to capture the horizontal and vertical heterogeneity in the boundary layer. Platforms such as towers and radiosondes with static sensors, or remote sensing methods such as lidar, can be used to obtain vertical profiles. Horizontal heterogeneity can best be captured with flying platforms, such as aircrafts, balloons, or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (Stull 1988). UAVs have improved greatly in size and efficiency in recent times; however, they are still costly to operate, both in funds and labor. Recent papers have highlighted the potential of using smartphone and vehicle-based pressure and temperature observations for improved high-resolution weather analysis and prediction (Mahoney and O’Sullivan 2013; Mass and Madaus 2014). We propose that airborne data from birds could be complementary to these data sources, particularly in remote areas and mountainous regions, where UAV access is difficult and smartphones and vehicles are not abundant.

By now, billions of GPS data points have been collected from birdborne tags worldwide. A substantial amount of such data are available in online databases, such as Movebank (www.movebank.org) and the University of Amsterdam Bird Tracking System (UvA-BITS; www.uva-bits.nl), and the type of data ranges from very local foraging flights to global-scale migratory movements. In this study we explore the potential of using 3D location data of griffon vultures (Gyps fulvus) for estimating wind velocity and the convective velocity scale. The convective velocity scale is a scaling variable that can be used to estimate the strength of thermally driven uplift and is used in convective mixed-layer similarity theories (Stull 1988). The variables needed to estimate it are rarely observed by meteorological ground stations.

ESTIMATION OF WIND VELOCITY AND CONVECTIVE VELOCITY SCALE FROM THREE-DIMENSIONAL GPS LOCATION DATA. During soaring flight a bird typically circles upward in a thermal (climbing phase) and then glides and loses altitude to make horizontal progress in a particular direction (Fig. 1). During the climbing phase a bird may drift from the main flight bearing. This drift is caused by the horizontal displacement of thermals by advection with the horizontal wind (Kerlinger and Gauthreaux 1984; Stull 1988). In our study, we use this horizontal displacement of the thermal over time to estimate wind velocity. We developed an algorithm to automatically classify circling bouts (periods of consecutive circling behavior), which can handle the large datasets of high-resolution GPS locations over hours, days, or even years of flight. Periods of circling and gliding can be distinguished because they show different characteristic combinations of climb rate, ground speed, and flight direction variation (Fig. 2). Further details about the classification algorithm can be found in the supplementary material.

Fig. 2. Time series of altitude (m MSL), climb rate (m s⁻¹), ground speed (m s⁻¹), and flight direction of a griffon vulture between 0924 and 0942 UTC 2 Aug 2012. Two distinct types of behavior can be distinguished in all variables, namely circling flight and gliding flight. During circling flight, the vulture is gaining altitude; thus, the climb rate is positive, the horizontal speed is relatively low (between 10 and 15 m s⁻¹), and the direction is continuously changing. During gliding, the vulture is mainly losing altitude, the climb rate is mainly negative, the horizontal speed is relatively high, and the direction constant or gradually changing.
found in the appendix. We estimated the horizontal displacement of each thermal with linear regression through all GPS points in each circling bout. The net horizontal displacement of the bird divided by the time span of each circling bout yields an estimate for wind speed. The direction of the horizontal displacement yields an estimate for wind direction. Estimates of wind velocity from longer periods of circling suffer less from uncertainty that is introduced by variation in the horizontal position because of the circling movement. Therefore, we selected only circling bouts that took at least 72 s for our analyses.

For estimations of vertical wind velocities in a thermal, we used data from the same circling bouts. Circling flight is particularly suitable for estimating vertical air velocity because birds try to minimize sink rate relative to the upward-moving air in order to gain altitude. Thus, average sink rate estimates are more accurate when predicted from circling flight than from gliding flight. The sink rate of a bird relative to the air can be estimated using the theoretical formulation of aerodynamics of soaring birds, which has been established based on wind tunnel experiments and field observations (Pennycuick 1971; Tucker 1987). The sink rate is mainly dependent on morphological characteristics and the horizontal airspeed of the bird. We estimated the airspeed of the vultures from its ground speed vector by subtracting the wind velocity. For this wind velocity we used the estimates from the horizontal displacement of thermals. As we explained earlier, these estimates for the horizontal wind speed from the GPS locations are independent of sink rate. The vertical wind velocity is estimated from the sink rate added to the measured climb rate between two GPS fixes (Shannon et al. 2002b). All equations can be found in the appendix to this paper.

CASE STUDY: GRIFFON VULTURES IN GRANDS CAUSSES. Since 2010, 22 griffon vultures from a colony in the Grands Causses area, southern France, were equipped with GPS tags from the UvA-BiTS system (Bouten et al. 2013) in order to study their foraging behavior [see additional details in Monsarrat et al. (2013)]. The solar-powered GPS tags weigh about 45 g and contain a triaxial accelerometer, rechargeable battery, datalogger, and a two-way communication system, which makes it possible to remotely download data and change the measurement interval (Bouten et al. 2013). The position and altitude errors of the UvA-BiTS devices have been shown to be in line with other GPS systems. In a stationary position, and with a measurement interval of 6 s, the mean position error is 1.42 m (90% contour interval is [0.2, 2.33]) and the mean altitude error is 1.42 m (90% contour interval is [0.25, 3.75]).

The Grands Causses area is characterized by deep canyons (of approximately 400-m depth) in between limestone plateaus along the rivers Tarn and Jonte (Fig. 3). The nests of the griffon vultures are located on steep cliffs along the canyons. The land is mainly used for extensive sheep farming (grazing in steppe meadows) and for forestry (Pinus sylvestris). The area has a dry and sunny Mediterranean climate. The home range of this resident griffon vulture population is located within a radius of roughly 50 km around the main colonies (global home range area used by all birds approaches 10,000 km²) (Monsarrat et al. 2013). According to accelerometer data, griffon vultures almost exclusively use circling and gliding flight and flap only very rarely, typically at takeoff (Shepard 1987).
et al. 2011; Duriez et al. 2014). They fly mostly during sunny days, when convection in the atmospheric boundary layer provides abundant thermal uplift. For this case study the measurement interval of four loggers was set to 3 s. Data were collected on 2 August 2012 from four birds tracked simultaneously. Three of the four vultures were mainly active in the morning making long flights. All four vultures made a few shorter flights in the afternoon (see Table 1 for further flight details). During that day, we recorded 79 circling bouts that were longer than 72 s and hence 79 estimates of wind velocity. On 2 August 2012 the weather was warm and sunny with a maximum temperature of 28.3°C. The wind increased from around 3 m s\(^{-1}\) in the morning from various directions to 7 m s\(^{-1}\) from the northwest (ground station data).

For evaluation of our GPS estimates of wind speed and direction we used hourly data obtained from three meteorological stations (owned by Météo-France), located on high vantage points within the home ranges of the griffon vultures [Millau-Soulobres (44.118°N, 3.018°E; 714 m), Saint-Pierre-des-Tripiers (44.245°N, 3.303°E; 929 m), and La Cavalerie (43.921°N, 3.192°E; 718 m)]. The sensors for wind are located at 10 m above the surface. Figure 3 shows a topographic map of the region, the locations of the meteorological stations, and the GPS tracks of the four vultures on 2 August 2012. We interpolated the ground station data in space and time to the latitude, longitude, and time stamps of the GPS measurements. For spatial interpolation to the location of the bird we used weighted distance interpolation. We compared wind speed estimates with ground station data using Pearson’s correlation and for wind direction we used a correlation coefficient for directional data \(\rho_{cc}\) (Berens 2009).

The global Ocean–Land–Atmosphere Model (OLAM; Walko and Avissar 2008) was used to evaluate the GPS estimates of vertical velocity of air. In any atmospheric model, the vertical wind speed averages to zero at a spatial scale that is larger than a few hundreds of meters, or in observations over a time period longer than about 30 min. Meteorological stations, which report hourly averages, therefore, do not report mean vertical wind speed. Similarly, regional meteorological models that use a resolution coarser than hundreds of meters (typically several kilometers) cannot resolve vertical wind that is associated with thermal convection, while thermals are very complex structures, where turbulent fluctuations can be larger than the mean uplift strength (Lenschow and Stephens 1980). Instead, they use different parameterizations to estimate the convective tendencies in the atmospheric boundary layer, such as the convective velocity scale (Stull 1988). If the birdborne GPS estimates of vertical velocity would provide a random sample from the thermal column, the average of all points in a thermal would be a direct estimate of the mean uplift strength \(w_*\). However, as the birds try to optimize their climb rate by mainly flying in the fast-rising sections of the thermal, but are constrained to flying in circles in order to minimize their banking angle and sink rate (Shepard et al. 2013), and potentially also by selecting the larger thermals, birdborne observations cannot be treated as an unbiased random sample of mean uplift strength. Therefore, the two variables (observed vertical wind and modeled \(w_*\)) may have a different mean value range. Nonetheless, despite the relative bias of the means, they are expected to strongly correlate in space and time.

### Table 1. Flight characteristics for four individual vultures that have been tracked with high-resolution GPS on 2 Aug 2012. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Flight times (UTC)</th>
<th>Distance covered (km)</th>
<th>No. of circling sequences (&gt;72 s)</th>
<th>Avg climb rate (m s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Avg sink rate (m s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Avg circling radius (m)</th>
<th>Max altitude in a thermal (km MSL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>1200–1230</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.4 (0.89)</td>
<td>1.33 (0.65)</td>
<td>21.3 (3.84)</td>
<td>1.27 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1420–1445</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1700–1720</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>0730–1145</td>
<td>189.3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.3 (0.74)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.79)</td>
<td>23.4 (4.47)</td>
<td>1.38 (0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1425–1630</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1745–1800</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>0800–1230</td>
<td>245.9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.0 (1.06)</td>
<td>1.06 (0.32)</td>
<td>21.7 (5.80)</td>
<td>1.57 (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500–1620</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>0825–1140</td>
<td>157.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.8 (0.77)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.14)</td>
<td>25.5 (4.13)</td>
<td>1.32 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[955]
OLAM was initialized with weather reanalysis data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis dataset (Dee et al. 2011; data available online at http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/). A geodesic atmospheric grid is built from spherical hexagonal elements. The atmospheric grid is gradually refined around the area of interest, producing a fine grid resolution of 300 m over a circular area of 30 km in diameter. The vertical grid extends upward, from the surface to 25 km in height. The vertical resolution is 30 m near the surface and becomes gradually coarser with altitude to 1600 m for the uppermost layer. Fine-resolution maps of surface elevation [Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission 90-m resolution; NASA (2012)] and land-cover [Coordinated Information on the Environment (CORINE) land-cover facility 100-m resolution; EEA (2006)] data are used as model input. Output is generated every 30 min. The convective velocity scale is calculated from the sensible heat flux $H$, boundary layer height $z_i$, and boundary layer average potential temperature $\bar{\theta}$:

$$w_c = \left[ \frac{gz_i H}{\rho c_p \bar{\theta}} \right]^{1/4},$$

where $\rho$ is the air density and $c_p$ is the specific heat at constant pressure. The contribution of water-vapor flux to $w_c$, which is typically small in convective boundary layers, is neglected. Sensible heat flux and potential temperature are resolved by OLAM, and boundary layer height is parameterized in OLAM.

**RESULTS.** GPS estimates of wind speed and direction are significantly and positively correlated with ground station data (Pearson’s $r = 0.78; p < 0.001$ for wind speed and $\rho_{cc} = 0.67; p < 0.001$ for wind direction). Wind speed measurements from ground station data have higher values than the estimates from the GPS tracking data (Fig. 4). In the lower wind speed ranges (4–7 m s$^{-1}$ along the x axis), there is larger variation in the wind speed estimates from GPS than in the ground station data. A main reason for this variation could be that our GPS estimates provide 79 independent observations of wind speed from a range of altitudes (Fig. 7), compared to 12 hourly observations from the ground stations from which 79 data points are derived by interpolation. An additional source of mismatch between wind speed measured by the ground stations and estimated by the birds can be the effect of local topography around the meteorological station, especially in areas of complex terrain, which can result in very localized differences in wind speeds. The overall distributions of wind directions from GPS and ground station data are similar with winds coming from a west-to-northwest direction (Fig. 5); however, there is a systematic bias. The ground station observations of wind direction range from west to north whereas the GPS data range from southwest to northwest. This turning in wind direction with height is consistent with the Ekman wind profile (Stull 1988).

The estimated mean vertical wind speed in the
convective updrafts where vultures circle is significantly correlated with \( w^* \) calculated from OLAM output (Pearson's \( r = 0.69; p < 0.001 \)). To test if the individual vulture has a significant effect on our vertical wind speed estimates, we used a generalized linear mixed model with \( w^* \) from OLAM as the predictor variable, and individual as a random factor. We found that individual random effects are not significant (all \( p > 0.05 \)), and \( w \) is positively and significantly correlated with \( w^* \) (\( R^2 = 0.46; \beta = 1.12; p < 0.001 \)). This suggests that vertical wind estimates are consistent among individuals. While direct measurements of vertical wind from other sources are not available, the high correlation between our vertical wind estimates and the model's \( w \) indicates that GPS data can be used to estimate vertical wind velocity (Fig. 6). Mean vertical wind, as estimated from the flight tracks, increases around midday and follows a temporal diurnal pattern that agrees with boundary layer theory of increasing updraft intensities and growth of the boundary layer starting with solar radiation in the morning and intensifying during the day followed by a decline phase in the late afternoon and toward the evening (Fig. 7). Similarly, in the first hours after sunrise the maximum flight altitudes increase, which agrees with the diurnal pattern of boundary layer height; however, the increase does not continue until midday (Fig. 7). Around midday, the three vultures that were flying stopped for feeding or to rest (Table 1), which is a possible explanation for the vultures not climbing to the maximal potential elevation.

**CONCLUSIONS.** Integrating meteorological and biological expertise has great potential for both communities (Charrassin et al. 2008; Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2010; Shepard et al. 2011). This study shows that high-resolution GPS measurements of avian flight behavior can be used to collect information about meteorological conditions at a finescale and in areas where sensors are not available. Soaring birds, such as griffon vultures, are very efficient when circling in thermals (Pennycuick 1971; Shannon et al. 2002b) and therefore provide unique measurements of vertical velocities in thermals. The strong correlation of the mean vertical velocity in a thermal with a model-resolved convective velocity scale is not surprising given mixed-layer similarity theory (Stull 1988). The correlation shows that the birdborne observations provide useful information of updraft intensities at the temporal and spatial scales of the model output. Since we compare the estimates with model data at half-hourly time intervals and spatial averages over grid cells of 300 m, it is hard to evaluate the accuracy of individual observations. The variation...
in GPS estimates could be caused by uncertainties in our method or the GPS estimates might be more informative than the model data. The same is true for estimates of wind velocities, which correlate well with ground station data, both when it comes to speed and direction. No collocated data are available to test the accuracy in detail, so we can only speculate about the causes of the different velocity ranges and the increased variation in the GPS estimates compared to ground station data. A better validation may be performed by extrapolating the ground station data to the altitude of the bird using radar-layer similarity theory (Santoso and Stull 2001) and accounting for the effects of mechanical stress and thermal wind on the variation of wind direction with altitude. For this, reliable data sources of convective velocity scale, boundary layer height, geostrophic winds, and temperature gradients are needed at fine resolution. The lack of finescale weather data for evaluation makes it difficult to validate our measurements. Individual estimates of climb rate are fairly consistent, which suggests that they can be used individually to map thermals at even finer temporal and spatial scales. However, until the development of an observation platform that could obtain direct measurements of uplift and wind speed over a full-thermal volume, rather than at a point, we could not know for certain in which part of the thermal the bird is located; we can only compare relative differences in climb rates.

A good understanding of the relations between bird movements and meteorology is crucial to enhancing meteorological information content. These interactions can be very specific for different species, but also could depend on the flight objective of the bird—for example, whether a bird is searching for food, commuting between roosts, or traveling to migrate (Shepard et al. 2011). When soaring birds travel large distances, they can reduce their energy expenditure by circling in the stronger updrafts of the middle part of the boundary layer (Shannon et al. 2002a; Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2003b; Sapir et al. 2011). When searching for food or commuting between roosts, altitude plays a less prominent role since prey may be harder to detect at higher altitudes or climbing to high altitudes is not necessary if nearby targets are within gliding range.

Further miniaturization of GPS tags, batteries, and sensors in the future will likely yield an exponential growth of high-resolution data in the coming years. If knowledge of relations between bird flight and finescale meteorology are improved, more and more accurate information can be obtained. High-resolution GPS data from birds can therefore become a promising complementary data source, filling gaps in conventional observation systems (Charrassin et al. 2008). Potential products can be used by glider pilots, in air quality forecasting, and for emergency management in the case of chemical releases. By contributing data and expertise, biologists can help improve meteorological products, which in turn can be used to help understand how birds respond to dynamic atmospheric conditions at these finescales. The key perhaps is beginning an open dialogue between these communities, and we hope that the current study will help stimulate future collaboration.
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APPENDIX: METHODS FOR DERIVING INFORMATION FROM GPS TRACKS.

Classification of circling bouts. To classify circling bouts in the data, we use ground speed, the flight direction, and the climb rate of the bird. We estimate the ground speed $V_i$ (m s$^{-2}$) at a location $P_i$ by averaging the speed of the trajectory that ends at this location ($P_{i+1}$ minus $P_i$ ) and the trajectory that starts at this location ($P_i$ minus $P_{i-1}$):

$$V_i = \left( (P_i - P_{i+1}) / (t_{i+1} - t_i) \right) + \left( (P_{i-1} - P_i) / (t_i - t_{i-1}) \right),$$  

where $t_i$ is the time stamp of GPS data point $i$. The horizontal flight direction at a location is the average of the bearing of two lines connecting the trajectory
that ends at this location and the trajectory that starts at this location. The climb rate \( V_c \) (m s\(^{-1}\)) is obtained in the same manner as the ground speed. First, the climb rates in between the locations are calculated by dividing the altitude \( z \) (m) difference by the time interval. Then, the climb rate at a location is obtained by averaging the climb rate of the trajectory that ends at this location and the trajectory that starts at this location:

\[
V_c = \frac{[(z_i - z_{i-1}) / (t_{i-1} - t_i)] + [(z_{i+1} - z_i) / (t_{i+1} - t_i)]}{2}.
\]  

(A2)

A set of rules is developed to automatically classify the circling flight. For the classification of each location, five consecutive estimates of climb rate and flight direction are used; the estimates on the location itself (\( P_i \)), the two previous locations (\( P_{i-1} \) and \( P_{i-2} \)), and the next two locations (\( P_{i+1} \) and \( P_{i+2} \)). Three criteria are used for the classification of circling flight: 1) The change between the different flight directions at the five locations must be larger than 180°. 2) The average climb rate at the five locations must be positive. 3) The ground speed of the bird must be larger than 5 m s\(^{-1}\). If the sequence of five locations satisfies all three criteria, location \( P_i \) is classified as circling flight.

**Estimation of sink rate.** The sink rate of a soaring bird relative to air can be estimated based on an equation by Pennycuick (1971), where sink rate is a function of horizontal airspeed and morphological characteristics:

\[
V_s = \frac{V}{\sqrt{\cos^3 \phi}},
\]  

(A4)

where \( \phi \) is the bank angle (Shannon et al. 2002b). The bank angle is estimated with

\[
\phi = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{V^2}{rg}\right),
\]  

(A5)

where \( r \) is the turning radius (m) and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration 9.81 m s\(^{-2}\).

The sink rate is mainly sensitive to variations in the airspeed of the bird. Estimates for white-backed vultures, which are very similar to griffon vultures, yield \( k = 1 \) and \( C_{d0} = 0.0232 \) (Pennycuick 1971). The mass of a griffon vulture is highly variable as it is able to fast for long periods and can eat up to 1.5 kg of meat in one feed. Average body mass is estimated per individual from measured head and beak sizes, which are correlated to body mass. The wing spans and wing areas of the griffon vultures have not been measured directly; however, the folded wings have been measured. On another set of captive griffon vultures measurements are done of wing span, wing area, and folded wing, where these variables are found to be highly correlated. This makes it possible to roughly estimate wing span and wing area from the folded wing measurements.

The airspeed of the bird \( V \) (m s\(^{-1}\)) is estimated in the current study by subtracting the drift velocity of a thermal, as an estimate of the wind speed, from the ground speed of the bird during the climb phase as measured by the GPS.

The turning motion, which is needed to stay in a thermal column, causes an inclined position of the bird’s wings relative to the horizontal. The angle depends on the radius of the circles and the horizontal velocity and is typically between 20° and 40° (Pennycuick 1971). This influences the sink rate of a circling bird \( V_{sc} \), which is a little bit higher than the sink rate in straight gliding flight. This difference is estimated with

\[
\text{Table A1. Characteristics of four griffon vultures from the population in the Grands Causses area. GPS data from these vultures was collected on 2 Aug 2012. The parameters mass, wing span, and wing area are used to estimate the sink rate of the vulture relative to air.}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (yr)</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
<th>Wing span (m)</th>
<th>Wing area (m(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The airspeed of the bird \( V \) (m s\(^{-1}\)) is estimated in the current study by subtracting the drift velocity of a thermal, as an estimate of the wind speed, from the ground speed of the bird during the climb phase as measured by the GPS.

The turning motion, which is needed to stay in a thermal column, causes an inclined position of the bird’s wings relative to the horizontal. The angle depends on the radius of the circles and the horizontal velocity and is typically between 20° and 40° (Pennycuick 1971). This influences the sink rate of a circling bird \( V_{sc} \), which is a little bit higher than the sink rate in straight gliding flight. This difference is estimated with

\[
V_s = \frac{V}{\sqrt{\cos^3 \phi}},
\]  

(A4)

where \( \phi \) is the bank angle (Shannon et al. 2002b). The bank angle is estimated with

\[
\phi = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{V^2}{rg}\right),
\]  

(A5)

where \( r \) is the turning radius (m) and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration 9.81 m s\(^{-2}\).

The sink rate is mainly sensitive to variations in the airspeed of the bird. Estimates for white-backed vultures, which are very similar to griffon vultures, yield \( k = 1 \) and \( C_{d0} = 0.0232 \) (Pennycuick 1971). The mass of a griffon vulture is highly variable as it is able to fast for long periods and can eat up to 1.5 kg of meat in one feed. Average body mass is estimated per individual from measured head and beak sizes, which are correlated to body mass. The wing spans and wing areas of the griffon vultures have not been measured directly; however, the folded wings have been measured. On another set of captive griffon vultures measurements are done of wing span, wing area, and folded wing, where these variables are found to be highly correlated. This makes it possible to roughly estimate wing span and wing area from the folded wing measurements. An overview of the characteristics of the four vultures used in this research is shown in Table A1.
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